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Denmark 
Statistics

https://ufm.dk/publikationer/2020/filer/talentbarometer-2019.pdf

Natural 
SciencesProportion (%) of 

women among 
researchers in the 
higher education 
sector 

https://op.europa.eu/en/web/eu-law-and-publications/publication-
detail/-/publication/67d5a207-4da1-11ec-91ac-01aa75ed71a1



Not so current situation…

Number of women at Adjunkt, Professor and Associate 
Professor level, all Danish universities 2008--2018

https://ufm.dk/publikationer/2020/filer/talentbarometer-2019.pdf



Not so current situation…

Women and men in a typical career progression, 2008--2018

https://ufm.dk/publikationer/2020/filer/talentbarometer-2019.pdf
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Natural and technical sciences



Successes & Failures
Good Intentions and Opportunities

1997—2003 FREJA 
Female researchers in Joint Action 
78 MDKK to 16 women (327 applicants)

~2010 FREJA Fellowship
A two-year postdoc stipend in a tenure track and which aims thereafter
to employ the FREJA Fellow as a tenured Associate Professor.

2014 YDUN, Det Frie Forskningsråd (DFF)
110 MDKK to 17 women (3 in physics and related areas)
(527 female and 26 male applicants) 
=> 5% successrate



•Moss-Racusin et al, 2012, title: Science 
faculty’s subtle gender biases favor male 
students
•Philips et al, 2008, title: To Disclose or Not to 
Disclose? Status Distance and Self-Disclosure in 
Diverse Environments
•Trix et al, 2003, title: Exploring the Color of 
Glass: Letters of Recommendation for Female 
and Male Medical Faculty
•Wennerås et al, 1997, title: Nepotism and 
sexism in peer-review
Recommended books
•Naja Lind Rasmussen, Rikke Kristine 
Østergaard, 2022 Den Utålmodige Feminist
•Birgitte Possing, 2021 Argumenter imod 
kvinder
•Einersen et al, 2021 Sexism in Danish Higher 
Education and Research
•Caroline Criado Perez, 2020 Invisible Women
•Eileen Drew, Siobhán Canavan, 2020 The 
Gender-Sensitive University
•Judy Robertson, 2018 EqualBITE – Gender 
Euality in Higher Education
•Melissa M. Terras, 2018 Picture-Book 
Professors
•Angela Saini, 2018 Inferior

http://www.pnas.org/content/109/41/16474
https://www.jstor.org/stable/pdf/27760033.pdf
http://journals.sagepub.com/doi/abs/10.1177/0957926503014002277
https://www.nature.com/articles/387341a0
https://www.saxo.com/dk/den-utaalmodige-feminist_bog_9788797385203
https://www.saxo.com/dk/argumenter-imod-kvinder-softcover_birgitte-possing_paperback_9788792596130
https://sexismedu.dk/get-the-book/
https://www.saxo.com/dk/invisible-women-exposing-data-bias-in-a-world-designed-for-men-pb-b-format_paperback_9781784706289
https://www.taylorfrancis.com/books/oa-edit/10.4324/9781003001348/gender-sensitive-university-eileen-drew-siobh%C3%A1n-canavan?refId=be9a3635-61be-41dd-ac3a-6877bdc06440&context=ubx
https://brill.com/view/title/38000
https://www.cambridge.org/core/books/picturebook-professors/4D41E09CD28D481E879917D419298429
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/553867/inferior-by-angela-saini/9780807010037/


Gender Fatigue! 

Don’t want change

See no problems

Active actions are seen as 
discrimination agains men

Need change

See a lot of problems

Pro gender 
equity/equality 

Active programs

Action in the grey:
Denmarks unique landscape of Foundations 

is moving beyond debating



Danish Research Centers

Male
75%

Female
25%

Active Center Leaders

Male

Female 90%

10%

Physics

Male

Female

2019

Danish National Research Foundation (DFF) Centers of Excellence

20% and 22% women in 2016, 2017



Danish Research Centers

Male
71%

Female
29%

Active Center Leaders

Male

Female 86%

14%

Physics

Male

Female

2022

20% -> 22% -> 29% women in 2016, 2017, 2022

Danish National Research Foundation (DFF) Centers of Excellence



Danish Research Grants



Danish Research Grants

https://dff.dk/aktuelt/dff_aarsrapport_2021.pdf



Initiatives by 
Foundations

“Danish women earn master’s degrees and 
PhDs, but they don’t move any further up the 
academic career ladder. 

That’s a problem. In the first place, these
talented women don’t get the chance to 
contribute. 

Secondly, it means less diverse workplaces and 
research environments,” says Thomas 
Bjørnholm, Executive Chief Scientific Officer for 
VILLUM FONDEN.
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https://veluxfoundations.dk/en/gender-policy

Initiatives by 
Foundations



https://veluxfoundations.dk/en/gender-policy

Initiatives by 
Foundations



Initiatives by 
Foundations
Today in Denmark, there is an equal 
number of men and women in PhD 
research positions, whereas less than a 
third of associate professors are 
women and only a fifth of 
professorships are held by women.

The Carlsberg Foundation specifically 
wants to remove this barrier.



Initiatives by Foundations

https://www.carlsbergfondet.d
k/en/News/News-from-the-
Foundation/News



Initiatives by Foundations

https://www.carlsbergfondet.dk/en/Om%20fondet/G
od%20fondsledelse/Mission%20statement_diversity

One of the four strategic principles of the 
Carlsberg Foundation’s Strategy 2019-2023 is 
to promote gender diversity in Danish research, 
as female researchers continue to be 
underrepresented, particularly in senior 
positions, and face several gender related 
career barriers.



Initiatives by Foundations

The Foundation’s diversity policy is 
based on a comprehensive analysis 
regarding the gender distribution 
among committees, applicants and 
grantees. 

The share of applicants awarded a 
grant is equal for men and women.

The Foundation continuously 
monitors the diversity in our 
activities and strives to improve the 
way we work. 



Initiatives by Foundations

Over the next three years, as an experiment, the foundation will distribute a total of DKK 270 million to research 
projects, some of which will be selected by lottery – a process also called partial randomization. The purpose is to 
optimize the scientific yield of the funds.

“This is the consequence of us constantly critically assessing committee processes and trying to become better at 
supporting research”, says Lene Oddershede

“It targets the applications that are of sufficient quality, but where the committee does not agree on the 
prioritization and where there are not funds for all. This is where the fight usually arises to select those who are to 
receive a grant. But in this heap we will now run two parallel processes. The committee selects some of them as it 
usually does. Next to that, we also choose the same number by lottery”, explains Lene Oddershede

“I see a certain tendency towards 
conservatism when distributing funds”, says 
Lene Oddershede

17. marts 2022



https://www.carlsbergfondet.dk/da/Om-fondet/God-
fondsledelse/Mission-statement_diversity



https://www.carlsbergfondet.dk/da/Om-fondet/God-
fondsledelse/Mission-statement_diversity



Good Intentions

Interview: “If we don’t do anything then in ten years, there won’t be any women at NBI” .. Says Jan 
Thomsen, Head of the Niels Bohr Institute

…’Goal is to reach 35% of women until 2030 at the Associate Professors level and 30% at the 
Professor level… currently there are 20,6% and  13% … so this is a long way to go.’ 

In numbers: 36 professor and 34 associate professor  ->  5 and 7 women. 
10 more positions until 2030… Need to hire 8 women 😲
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In 
summary…..

Some progress over the past view years 
although numbers are only slowly changing

Foundations are acting 

Universities slowly catching up

So, patience, patience patience 

Every small success is a step into the right 
direction!



THANK YOU!

For taking an active part in changing into a more 
diverse, 
inclusive 

and 
transparent future!


